Abstract. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the uniformizability of hit-and-miss and proximal hit-and-miss hyperspace topologies defined on the nonempty closed subsets CL(A') of a Hausdorff uniform space (X, í¿). In the case of uniformizability, one can always find a family & of continuous functions on X into [0, 1] so that the hyperspace topology is the weak topology induced by {m/ : f € 9"\ , where for each /, wiy : CL(X) -► [0, 1] is the infimal value functional defined by mf(A) = mf{f(x) : x 6 A} .
Introduction
Let X be a Hausdorff uniform space, and let CL(X) be the nonempty closed subsets of X. A fundamental class of topologies on CL(X) are the hit-andmiss hyperspace topologies, having the Vietoris topology and the Fell topologies as prototypes. To describe these topologies, for each Ac X, define subsets A+ and A~ of <ZL(X) as follows: A+ = {B £ CL(X) :BcA}, A-= {B£CL(X):Bf)A¿0}.
The Vietoris topology xy [Mi, KT] on CL(X) has as a subbase all sets of the form V~ where V is an arbitrary open subset of X plus all sets of the form W+ where W is an arbitrary open subset of X. The weaker Fell topology x? [Fe, Po2, At, KT] on CL(A") has as a subbase all sets of the form V~ where V is an arbitrary open subset of X plus all sets of the form W+ where W is an arbitrary open subset of X with compact complement. In each case, there are two types of subbasic open sets: those that "hit" a variable open set plus those that "miss" a closed set that belongs to a prescribed family of closed sets. This motivates the following definition.
1.1. Definition. Let (X ,x) be a Hausdorff space, and let A be a subfamily of CL(X) containing the singletons. The hit-and-miss hyperspace topology t¿ on CL(X) has as a subbase all sets of the form V~ where V is an arbitrary open subset of X plus all sets of the form (Dc)+ where D £ A. Now suppose (X ,í¿) is a uniform space. If U is an entourage and A c X, we write U[A] for {x £ X : 3 a £ A with (x, a) £ U}. Given subsets A and B of X we write A ce B if U[A] C B for some U £ % and B++ for {^4 € CL(A") :AccB}.
We say that (disjoint) subsets A and 5 of X are far provided there exists U £ % such that U[A] n £/[5] = 0. Clearly, A is far from B if and only if A £ (Bc)++ . Farness so defined is not really a uniform notion but a proximity notion [NW] , in that different uniformities can give rise to the same farness relation. We may replace miss by far from in Definition 1.1 to obtain another class of hyperspace topologies, as follows (see, e.g., [BLLN, BL, Bel, Be2, DCNS, SZ, BT] ):
1.2. Definition. Let (X, í¿) be a Hausdorff uniform space, and let A be a subfamily of CL(X) containing the singletons. The proximal hit-and-miss hyperspace topology tJ+ on CL(X) has as a subbase all sets of the form Vw here V is an arbitrary open subset of X plus all sets of the form (Dc)++ where D £ A.
Clearly if K is compact, then (Kc)+ = (Kc)++ and so the Fell topology agrees with the proximal Fell topology, independent of the choice of the underlying uniformity. In general t¿+ and tJ are noncomparable; the precise relationship between t^+ and tJ in the metrizable case is spelled out in [BT] .
It has now become evident that for many applications, proximal hit-and-miss hyperspace topologies overshadow their hit-and-miss counterparts. Convincing evidence for this sweeping claim can be produced in the context of normed spaces. When A = the closed balls, then t¿+-convergence of a net (Ax) of closed sets to A corresponds to the Wijsman convergence [Wi, FLL] of the net, i.e., the convergence for each x £ X of (d(x, Af)) to d(x, A) [SZ] . When A = the closed and bounded convex sets, then strong convergence of continuous linear functionals corresponds to the T¿+-convergence of their graphs and to the convergence of level sets at fixed heights [BB] . The restriction of t¿+ to the closed and bounded convex sets yields the fundamental topology of Joly [Jo] , which has a number of elegant characterizations in terms of convex duality [Be2, AB, Be3] . If A is still the larger class of all convex sets, then rJ+-convergence of closed convex sets corresponds to pointwise convergence of distance functionals plus pointwise convergence of support functionals for the sets, each viewed as functionals of a set variable with the point argument held fixed [He, Bel] .
It is known that the Vietoris topology is uniformizable if and only if X is normal [Mi] ; indeed, if X is given the uniformity of the Stone-Cech compactification, then the induced Hausdorff uniformity [NW, §15] on CL(X) is compatible with the Vietoris topology. If X is locally compact, then (CL(X), xf) can be embedded as a dense open subset in a compact Hausdorff space (see, e.g., [At, KT] ) and thus is locally compact Hausdorff. Without local compactness, the Fell topology is neither Hausdorff nor regular [Po2] . Thus uniformizability of (CL(X) ,Xf) is equivalent to local compactness of X.
The aim of this paper is to settle the following general question: when is a hit-and-miss or a proximal hit-and-miss topology uniformizable? Uniformiz-ability is equivalent to regularity but not to the Hausdorff separation property. Our answer to this question yields attractive characterizations of convergence in the Vietoris and Fell topologies in terms of infimal value functionals when these topologies are uniformizable. Finally, we shall show that a hit-and-miss topology cannot be uniformizable unless it is a proximal hit-and-miss hyperspace topology in the first place!
Preliminaries
In the sequel, (X, ÎA) will be a Hausdorff uniform space and CL(X) will denote the nonempty closed subsets of X. We write C(X, R) (resp. C(X, I)) for the continuous functions from X to R (resp. [0, 1]), and UC(X,R) (resp. UC(X,l)) for the uniformly continuous functions from X to R (resp.
[0, 1]). If / e C(X,R) and A £ CL(X), then m ¡(A) = iaf{f(x) : x £ A} is called the infimal value of / on A. If / £ C(X, R) and a £ R, we write slv(/; a) for the sublevel set of / at height a : slv(/; a) = {x £ X : f(x) < a}. Each sublevel set is closed, but some may be empty.
We call a topology on CL(AT) a hyperspace topology. A hyperspace topology a is called admissible [Mi] provided the assignment x -► {x} is a topological embedding of X into (CL(X), a). We collect some simple known facts about hit-and-miss and proximal hit-and-miss topologies in a lemma, whose proof is left to the reader.
2.1. Lemma. Let (X, $¿) be a Hausdorff uniform space, let A be a family of nonempty closed sets containing that singletons, and let a denote either tJ or t¿+ . Then o satisfies the Tx separation axiom and is admissible. Furthermore, if {¿ùteA is an increasing net of sets in CL(X) (kx < X2 => AxK C A¿2), then (Af)xeA is o-convergent to cl(U¿€A AÙ ■ If A is a class of nonempty closed subsets of X, we write 2(A) for the set of finite unions of elements of A. It is clear that a base for the hit-and-miss topology tJ consists of all sets of the form (Sc)+ n Vx~ n V2~ n • • • n V~ where S £ 2(A) and {Vx, V2,... , V"} is a finite collection of open subsets, whereas a base for tJ+ consists of all sets of the form (Sc)++ n Vf n V2 n • • • n Vw here S £ 2(A) and {Vx, V2, ... , Vn} are open. The following property for A was considered by Poppe [Po2] and is implicit in [Ve] .
2.2. Definition. Let A be a family of nonempty closed subsets of a Hausdorff space X containing the singletons. We call A a Urysohn family provided whenever D £ A and A £ CL(X) are disjoint there exists 5 e 2(A) such that DciatS cS cAc.
One of the key ideas in this paper is a natural extension of Definition 2.2 to uniform spaces as follows.
2.3. Definition. Let (X, %) be a Hausdorff uniform space, and let A be a family of nonempty closed subsets of X containing the singletons. We call A a uniformly Urysohn family provided whenever D £ A and A £ CL(X) are far there exist S £ 2(A) and U £ % such that U[D] C S C Ac. Definition 2.3 is an extension of Definition 2.2 rather than just an analogue, in that each Urysohn family is a uniformly Urysohn family in disguise, as we now explain. First, some background material is in order.
Let !7 be a family of real functionals defined on a set E. The weak topology induced by & on E is the weakest topology on E making each function in A? continuous. The uniformity %(&) on E determined by S* has as a base for its entourages all sets of the form {(ex,e2):Vf£^,\f(ex)-f(e2)\<e} where £ > 0 and AF is a finite subset of S*~. This not only is compatible with the weak topology but also makes each element of A? uniformly continuous. Now let A be an arbitrary Urysohn family. If D £ A and A £ CL(X) are disjoint, then a modification of the standard proof of Urysohn's Lemma for the functional separation of disjoint closed sets in a normal space gives / e C(X, I) with f(D) = 0 and f(A) = 1 (see the proof of Lemma 3.1 below). Since A contains the singletons, C(X, R) separates points from closed sets, and so X is already completely regular. Not only is f/(C(X, R)) compatible with the underlying topology, but also the Urysohn family A becomes uniformly Urysohn with respect to ÎA(C(X, R)). As a particular example, in a locally compact Hausdorff space, the Urysohn family of compact sets is uniformly Urysohn with respect to %(C(X, R)).
On the other hand, a Urysohn family need not be uniformly Urysohn with respect to the given uniformity ^ for the space, even when ^ is a metric uniformity. To see this, we consider the following metric subspace X of /<*, introduced in Example 3.1 of [BT] : X = {6} u {e2n : n £ Z+} u i^-e"
: n £ Z+l , where 6 is the origin of the space and {en : n £ Z+} is the standard set of unit vectors. For our distinguished family of closed sets A, we take the closed balls. Evidently, the space is discrete, in which case each family of closed sets is Urysohn. But with A = {^e" : n odd} and D = the closed ball with radius 1 and center 6, we have A far from D, yet the uniformly Urysohn condition fails for this pair. It is easy to see that a uniformly Urysohn family need not be Urysohn: A = CL(X) in any complete regular nonnormal space does the job. The following inclusion is noteworthy.
2.4. Lemma. Let (X, í¿) be a Hausdorff uniform space, and let A c CL(X) be a uniformly Urysohn family. Then x¿+ c t¿ on CL(X). Proof. It suffices to show that if D £ A, then (Dc)++ contains a ^-neighborhood of any A £ (Dc)++ . Since A is far from D, by the definition of uniformly Urysohn, we can find a V £ % and S £ 2(A) such that
It is now easy to see that A £ (Sc)+ C (Dc)++ . D
The uniform Urysohn property does not characterize the above inclusion, for in any Hausdorff space we have equality of t¿ and t¿+ for A = the compact sets. For a precise characterization of this inclusion in the case of a metric uniformity, see Theorem 3.2 of [BT] .
As shown by Poppe [Po2] , the Urysohn property for A characterizes regularity for t¿ , and we shall see that the uniformly Urysohn property for A characterizes regularity for tJ+ . On the other hand, the same property for A characterizes the Hausdorff separation property for either hyperspace.
2.5. Lemma. Let (X, í¿) be a Hausdorff uniform space, and let A be a subfamily of CL(X). The following are equivalent:
( 1 ) tJ ¿j Hausdorff; (2) tJ+ is Hausdorff; (3) whenever x & A £ CL(X), there exists S £ 2(A) such that x £ iatS c ScAc.
Proof. The equivalence of conditions (1) and (3) in the statement of Lemma 2.5 is again due to Poppe [Pol, Po2] . For (3) => (2) Then W¡cS for some i < k , else choosing x, 6 Wx■ n Sc for each /' < m, we get A u {xx, x2, ... , xk} £ srfx nsrf2 , a contradiction, o Note that either the Urysohn property or the uniformly Urysohn property for a family A containing the singletons implies condition (3). This means that either hyperspace t^ or x^f can be Hausdorff without being regular.
3. Uniformizability of hit-and-miss topologies Let (X ,$A) be a uniform space, and let A be a uniformly Urysohn family of closed subsets of X. We aim to produce a subfamily A* of UC(X, I) such that t^+ is the weak topology determined by {m/ : f £ S^}. Such a program is not entirely original. In the context of metric spaces, using distance functionals for members of A as the family S*, we obtain t£+ as a weak topology provided A is "stable under enlargements" [BL, Theorem 2.1]. More general classes of uniformly continuous functions with prescribed sublevel set structure may be substituted for distance functionals, as observed by Sonntag and Zalinescu [SZ] .
We will here work with classes of uniformly continuous functions whose sublevel sets are interposed by members of 2(A) : ++ = {f£ UC(X, R) : whenever iaff < a < ß < sup/, 35 £ 2(A) with 8lv(/;a)cScsrv(/;0)}, ++ = {f£ UC(X, I) : whenever inf/ < a < ß < sup/, 35 e 2(A) with slv(/;a)c5cslv(/;£)}.
The key to our analysis is a sharpening of Efremovic's proximal/uniform analogue of the Urysohn Lemma [Ef] . Proceed inductively, using condition (b) repeatedly, until Sn/2k and Uk are constructed for all n, k £ Z+ such that 0 < n/2k < 1. The members of 2(A) and the entourages we construct have the following properties: (i) for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., 2fc -2 we have Uk(Sn/2A) c 5("+1)/2* ; (ii) the entourages selected get smaller as k increases, i.e., Uk+X c Uk .
Note that if a and ß are dyadic rationals in (0, 1) with a < ß , then 5a CC Sß . Now define / : X -* I as follows:
inf{a : x £ Sa} if x £ (JSa, 1 otherwise.
Clearly f(D) = 0 and f(A) = 1. Furthermore, if a and ß are in (0, 1) with a < ß and y is a dyadic rational strictly between them, then slv(/; a) c S7 c slv(/; ß). To show that / £ ^+I", it remains to verify uniform continuity. To this end, let e > 0 and choose k £ Z+ large enough so that 2x~k < e. We claim that if (a, b) £ Uk, then \f(a) -f(b)\ < e . Without loss of generality, suppose that f(a) > f(b). We consider two cases. First, if b g \J{Si/2k : i < 2^-1}, then
Combined with f(b) < f(a) < 1, this yields the desired estimate. In the second case, there is a smallest i < 2k -1 such that b £ 5,y2*, because we are dealing with a finite number of sets ordered by inclusion. Since (a, b) £ Uk, it follows that a £ 5(l+1)/r2*, so in particular f(a) < ^r . We compute Proof.
(1) => (2). Suppose (Ax) -* A in t++ , and let / £ S^f+. We must show that limmf(Ax) = mf(A).
First, suppose on the contrary that limiafxmf(Ax) < mf(A). Choose scalars a < ß strictly between lim inf^ mf(Ax) and mf(A). By the definition of ^+¿ , there exists 5 £ 2(A) with slv(/; a) c 5 c slv(/; ß). Since ß < mf(A) and / is uniformly continuous, A is far from the set slv(/; ß) and thus from 5. Yet (mf(Ax)) is frequently below a, and so (Ax) frequently hits the set 5, contradicting (Ax) -» A. Now suppose that m ¡(A) < limsup^m/(^). Choosing n strictly between mf(A) and lim sup¿ m/(Ax), we note that A hits the open set /_1(-oo, n) but that (Ax) frequently misses /~'(-oo, n), which again contradicts (Ax) -> A.
(2) => (3). This is immediate. We now come to the main result of this paper.
3.3. Theorem. Let (X, *2¿) be a Hausdorff uniform space, and let A be a family of closed subsets of X containing the singletons. Then t^+ is uniformizable if and only if A is uniformly Urysohn. Proof. Suppose A is uniformly Urysohn. Proposition 3.2 tells us that the proximal hit-and-miss topology tJ+ is the weak topology determined by Sr* = {my : / £ <^+i+} • Thus, '2/(9'*) is a compatible (totally bounded) uniformity for the topology.
For the converse, we show that regularity alone of t¿+ ensures that A is uniformly Urysohn. This suffices, since uniformizability is equivalent to complete regularity. Let A £ CL(X) and D £ A be far. By regularity of the hyperspace, The proof of Theorem 3.3 shows that regularity and complete regularity are equivalent for a proximal hit-and-miss topology. Our discussion of §2 shows that the Hausdorff separation property can hold for x¿f without these higher separation properties. We also remark for the record that when A = CL(A"), the hyperspace t¿+ is always uniformizable. Special presentations of this topology as a weak topology are considered in some detail in [BLLN, BL] in the metric setting.
A natural way to extend the topology tJ+ defined on CL(X) to CL(AT)u{0} is to take as a local base of neighborhoods of the empty set all sets of the form (5C)++ with 5 € 2(A).
3.4. Corollary. Let (X ,%f) be a Hausdorff uniform space, and let A be a family of closed subsets of X containing the singletons. Then the extended proximal topology x¿+ on CL(X) U {0} is uniformizable if and only if A is uniformly Urysohn. Proof. Necessity is obvious. For sufficiency, we consider two cases: (i) X £ 2(A) ; (ii) X £ 2(A). In the first case, the empty set is an isolated point of the hyperspace, and we simply adjoin (0, 0) to each entourage in 2¿'(^¿ff). la the second case, we extend each infimal value functional my for / £ S^f^ to a functional rhf : CL(X) u {0} -» [0, 1] in such a way that (Ax) -* 0 if and only if (rhf (Ax)) -* rhf(0). This would make the extended topology a weak topology and hence uniformizable. This is accomplished by setting mf(0) = sup{f(x) : x £ X} .
We first verify that (Ax) -* 0 implies (mf(Ax)) -* mf(0) for / 6 9~ff\ . If / = a, then rhf = a, and there is nothing to show. Otherwise, let a be strictly between m.f(X) and fhf(0). By the definition of S^f^ , there exists 5 £ 2(A) such that slv(/; a) C 5. Then Ax £ (Sc)++ eventually implies mf(Ax) > a eventually; and since rhf(Ax) < m.f(0) for all X, we have (rhf(Ax)) -* rhf(0). Now suppose that V/ £ ^+j+ , (rhf(Ax)) -» rhf(0). As we have noted in §2, each Urysohn family A is uniformly Urysohn, provided that we equip the underlying space X with the uniformity 1¿(C(X, R)), and with this uniformity in mind, tJ becomes x^+ ■ Moreover, if we define the function classes 5^+R = {f£ C(X, R) : whenever inf/ < a < ß < sup/, 35 € 2(A) with slv(/; a) c5cslv(/;/?)}, gr+A = {f £ C(X, I) : whenever inf/ < a < ß < sup/, 35 £ 2(A) with Slv(/;a)c5cslv(/;/?)}, then we have ^+R = <^+¿ and Sr¡f1 = ^¿ff with respect to the uniformity %f(C(X ,R)).
Thus, weak topology/uniformization results for hit-and-miss topologies are immediate consequences of our prior results. Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 become 3.5. Proposition. Let X be a Hausdorff space, and let A be a Urysohn family of closed subsets of X. Let A £ CL(X), and let (Ax) be a net in CL(X). The following are equivalent :
(1) ^l = T+-lim^; (2) V/ £ ^+R we have lim^ mf(Ax) = mf(A) ; (3) V/ £ &+x we have limA mf(Ax) = mf(A).
3.6. Theorem. Let X be a Hausdorff space, and let A be a family of closed subsets of X containing the singletons. Then tJ is uniformizable if and only if A is Urysohn.
In the statement of these results, there is no need to stipulate that X be a uniform space, because hit-and-miss topologies are always admissible and the existence of a Urysohn family guarantees that the underlying space is completely regular. We list some special cases of interest. The nonempty closed subsets of a Hausdorff space X are a Urysohn family if and only if X is normal. In this case, with A = CL(X), we have <^+R = C(X, R). Thus, Proposition 3.5 yields the following result, observed in multifunction form by Choquet [Ch] .
3.7. Corollary. Let X be a normal space, and let A and (Ax) be nonempty closed subsets of X. Then (Ax) is convergent to A in the Vietoris topology if and only if for each f £ C(X, R), we have linr; mf(Ax) = mf(A).
When A = the nonempty compact subsets of a Hausdorff space X, then A is Urysohn if and only if X is locally compact. Since the compact sets are closed under finite unions and arbitrary intersections, all functions in ^+R have compact sublevel sets at height below sup{/(x) : x £ X}. We obtain the following result.
3.8. Corollary. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and let A and (Ax) be nonempty closed subsets of X. Then (Af) is convergent to A in the Fell topology if and only if for each f £ C(X, R) such that slv(/ ; a) is compact for each a < sup{/(x) : x £ X} we have lim^ mf(Af) = mf(A).
We cannot in general replace our distinguished class of functions in Corollary 3.8 by the family of continuous functions that have compact sublevel sets, for the existence of one such function forces sigma compactness on the space.
If we extend x\ to CL(X) U {0} by taking as local base at 0 all sets of the form (5C)+ where 5 £ 2(A), then we have the following translation of Corollary 3.4: 3.9. Corollary. Let X be a Hausdorff space, and let A be a family of closed subsets of X containing the singletons. Then the extended hit-and-miss topology tJ on CL(X) U {0} is uniformizable if and only if A is Urysohn.
We now give a contribution of R. McCoy characterizing second countability within the uniformizable hit-and-miss proximal hyperspaces. Clearly, 52 C Ac. To show that Sx C 52 , suppose to the contrary that x £ Sx n Sc2 . Choose for i = 1,2,3, ... , n , a,■ £ A n V¡:. Then {x, ax, a2, ... , an) £ Vf n Vf n • • • n Vf n (S¡)++ whereas {x, ax, a2, ... , a"} £ (5f)++ , a contradiction. Thus, U [D] c Sx c 52 c Ac, so that A' has the desired property, a By the Urysohn metrization theorem, second countability of x¿+ when A is uniformly Urysohn gives metrizability of the hyperspace. Conversely, as Di Maio and Hola have recently observed [DMH] , metrizability gives second countability, as the existence of a countable local base for tJ+ at X itself for metrizable X gives separability of X ; whence, the finite subsets of a fixed countable dense subset are dense in the hyperspace.
We close by stating the analog of Theorem 3.10 for hit-and-miss hyperspaces.
3.11. Theorem. Let X be a Hausdorff space, and let A be a Urysohn family of closed subsets of X containing the singletons. Then (CL(X), t¿) is second countable if and only if A contains a countable subfamily A' such that whenever D £ A and A £ CL(X) are disjoint there exists S £ 2(A') with D c iatS c ScAc.
Again, metrizability is equivalent to second countability. Characterizations of second countability for both tJ+ and t¿ without conditions on A are given in [DMH] , assuming second countability of the underlying space X.
Most of the results of this paper for x^f and t¿ were obtained under the assumption that A contained the singletons. This can be weakened to the following condition: for each A £ CL(X) and x £ Ac, there exists D £ A with x £ D c Ac. It is not hard to show that this condition characterizes the Tx separation property for both hyperspaces (see, e.g., [Pol] ), and it is also equivalent to the fact that neither hyperspace is properly enlarged upon replacing A by A U {{jc} : x £ X} .
